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Sex Differences in Initiation

of and. Adjustment ttoi Divorce

Prior research has suggested that marriage Is more gycho-

AdvantageOut to men than toWoMen And that' a Are

more distressed by divorce than women are (cove, 1972b).

,

Women are more likely to initIate breakupg prior 4 rriage

',,
/

men are)and are morelikely than ,men to par veproblems
,

premarital relationships (Hilly Rubin, & Pe an 1976)."

.

000de (1956) foilnd that more women reported thattithv,, had!3.ni-

tiated separati4 and diyorce than Iliad Bair ex-spouses (Goode

did not interview men Who had been divorced Even though wom-,

en reported they were the initiators, Goode believed that their

ex-husbands had purposely driven them to Aivorce, rather than

initiate it themselves. Goode /seemed to base this belief on
- I \

the cultural sterecrtype that /men are more rOYIng, whereas vom-
,.

Al, ! L \'
,

en.are more concerned with 'Marital stability. .

There are' some data which have been interpreted .by socio17
,.

.bgiitssas indicants op t e.relative advantages of tieing married),
,.

.e as opposed to divorced These data focus'on the' relative, .mor-'/./

14dity,- suicide:, sand mental i]lness rates as they Are/Associ!-

.Ated with marital. status and with sex. Glick and Crter (1970),

../

have argued that:

The advantages ficA life as a married person appear to

be much more Abundant for Men than for w en, insofar

as such a life minimizes they death rat =. In numerical

, -.terms, unmarried men had,deaer-rAtes which (on an un-



weighted asisl averaged 135% ,higher thane those for

married men, wher-eas unmarried women 'had deatil rats

Which:averaged 67% higher 'than those for married wom-
.

/

en. Accdrding to this meas4ra, therefore, being mar- -

ried was twice as advantageous tb men as to woMen

(Glick and. Carter, 1970, pp. 341-342).

The -caused of death for which the diliorced rates are higher
,

consist largely of violent deaths and debilitatir diseased -as-
.

aociated\with behavioral excess nd/or poor hwalth care (e:g
\ '/ . _

-

.cirxhosis, pepsumonia). The reasons for' the differential, rates/
. ,. 4_ .

for the divorced and the married are not known. Similarly, the

reasons .for the relatively greater disadvantage for divorced men,

as compared to divorced. women, Are not known. Glick and Carter

01970) hypothesiz-e-that women are-more likely to take care of

themdelves, whereas men need to be taken care of -- hence, the

relat'vely grea er disadvantage of divol.--6 men. However, /ey

have no data independent of the
r deapieCrates

elate their hypothesis.

4ove (1972a; 197213). examined the/rates of suicide and mental

illness for married and divorced min and women. He argued strOng-
,

themselves-to ali

.-1°ly that marriage relativellA,more advantageous to men than to
1 ---

7women, and that being not married is more disadvanta4eous,to, men

than to

In

suicide for the ne

were each divided by

women.

his firsf, Study (Gove, -1972ar,.the
/

rcentage rate/ of,,

er married, the divorced, and the widowed

the percentagl for'/the'rate of suicide' /
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ree indides indicating the relative suicidal

distress of non'-- married groups as compared to a married group.

In-all Samples, the relative distress of the nonmarried-group

WAS much gr ater for men than for women. This difference was
!--
'espatiall striking for the divbrced, suggesting '",that :the shift

from'bel g married to being! divorced, has a more negative
11

-1 pact on menthan on women" tGove\ 1972a P 208). The ratios
t

for T. ales in alMost all ca es were greater than 1.0, indicating

that being not married was mor Tuicidally distressing, than being

mar ied, although note to asgea a degree as for men. These

da a suggest that di,liorce affectA men especially strongly, but

at for both men and women mAried status is more advan'tageous
.

than.didstatus.

Further data, upport the relatively greater advantage of

marriage a opposed to divo especially for men, were reviewed
,

by Gove, (1972b) i a second articl which focused on the rela-
-

tionship between sex, m6r4,tal status, and mental illness. The

data pkesented in this article .came from other published studies,

not.from original research.' Gove examined, the data in seventea4le,

. t udies published since World War II which have examined the re-

lationships betWeen sex, marriage, and mental health. All but

one of these studies sampled people living outside institutions;

various criteria for the global label "mental illness" were used

in the studies. Gove did not-oombine data across studies, but

instead looked for consistent patterns .of resultg. The conclu-

-sions which are relevant to divorces are as follows:
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1. All of the studies found that married wom n have

higher rate-2i o mental disorder than marr ed men.,

2. r of divorced p

/
//that males ha

than women, c

.thatTlemdles

rsons, eight of the studie /showed

e>highei rates of mental di order

mpared to three studies whi h show'

aiire higher rates

. stu es whic comb'ine- d datafor the wido ed and

thaw men. In two

the divorCed males had high er rates of mental.

disOrder.

3. Durkheim'.s

to compare

vorced and

oefficient of preservation was used
/

mental illness rates of the di-

e married (coefficient = gate. of

mental ill -hss of divorced diyided by,rate of

ess of married). In all o the

dies which had this information, the

me'nt'al it
eleven st

ratio wa

indicati

vorped

,age rat

was--ha f that (2.80).

over i.o for both males and

illness frg greater mental

s compared to the married.

males,

h "di-

aver-

for males was 5.09; for males it,

The purpo es of this research-project were a) to compare the

and women regarding their desire for separation

orce and b) to compare the relative adjustment of
,

to their single status following separation leading

5

reports of me

leading to di

men wkd wome

to 2iivorce.

that both

It was hypothesized on the basis of prior reseatc

en and women would report that women 'were more likely
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tO initiate spearation leading to divorce and ,hat women would.

Shorettet adjustment than men following such separation

SUbjec/sc,

METHOD.

Adults who filed for divorce at the Lane County Courthouse

in Agene, Oregon, and who were still living'in Lane County, were

selected for the research sample,- -Every two months over an eight-

month period beginning in January, 1974, subjecrtff were selected

At each of the four testing times, male and fe-
N

for the study.-

male subject6 were chosen in.each of six groups on the basis of

time since filing.

At each two-month testing per,iod, the names of 1S males and
\

18 females were seleCted in each of the time-since-Ming groups. 1

At the time each name was chosen, all demographic data ava ilable

in the courthouse file was recorded. At the time that names were

selected at the courthouse, subjects were excluded for the fol-
c
°lowing reasons: (1) they had been selected in a previous testing

Period or their ex-spouse had been previoisly selected; (2) they

currently lived outside Lane County; (3) thhey had sought divorce

counseling at the University of Oregon P hology Clinic; or (4Y

their ex-spouse had sought such divorce counseling.'

Subjects were contacted by letter and informedoOf the proj-

ect and how their names were selected. Phone c_ontact followed

to g ve further details of the program, to get further informa-

tion, an to receive tool subject's decision regarding participa-
..."

,

- -
tion n the study. At'this stage, subjects were excikided for the
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following reasons: (1) the subject had reconcil dy th hi /her

spouse or Cal he/she had moved. outside Lane County. A.ttemp

o.
were made to.contact all subjects selected.- All subjects we e

recorded who refused, could not be located, were known to h v

died, or were excluded, along with the reason for refusal or e

clusion arid all available da . For subjects contacted by phon,

courthouse file data, testing period, remarriage status, time of\

separation prior to filing,, and who decided on the divorce were

obtained in most cases; for subjects who could not be located

only the first three categories of information were available.

Testing procedure:

All eligible subjects who agreed to participate in the re-
_

search sample were sent a, set of assessment data which took about

2 hours to complete. This included the Divorce Survey (Johnson,

75), Sources of Marital Dissatisfaction (Johnson, 1975),, Pro-
-)

file of Mood States (McNair, Lorr, and Droppleman, 1971), Semen-

tic Differential (Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957), and in-

structions for completing the questionnaires. Subjects were paid

$2.00 for participation. Forms were completed and returned by

133 subjects, which. represented 16.8% of the names originally

chosen and 43.8% of those contacted by phone who were eligible

to participate.

Measures:

The Profile of Mood States, or POMS, was designed to mea-

.sure "fluctuating affective states," (McNair, Lorr, and Dropple-.

Ast,:4ZL,It IMan, 1971, p. 5). The six -mood states measZTWa by this-instru-.
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merit, Te on, Depfression, Anger, Activity, Fatigue, and Con-

fusion, were \used __Api indices of emotional distress.

-The Semantic Differential' 'technique, has been examined in

detail in the hook by Osgood, Suci, and Tanneribaum '(1957). In

the current divorce assessment project, respondents rated - bipolar

adjeCtives in relation to themselves, .as they-aurr_ ly felt...

Fifty-five bipolar adjectives were included; these items provid-

ed scale scores on six factors which have been shown to have high

' factorial stability. T ese six factors are" Evaluation, Potency,

Activity, Stability, Rec ptivity, and Aggressiveness. Two of

these (Evaluation and Stability) were used as indices of emotion-__ .

al di-stress'.

The /AdjuStment Scale on the Divorce S y (JohnSon, 1975)

was used to assess emotional and behavioral distress resulting

from divorce. In addition, responses to asset of items o the
.4)

Adjustment. Scale which assessed suicidal feelings were p aluated

separately.

Locus of the decision to s%parate was assessed on th Di-

vorl Survey and during the initial'phone contact with eac

jec Another way of lOoking at the issue ofl who most want d

the divorce. would be to examine attachment to the ex-spouse.

Attac ent was mea'sured in three,ways. The first measure, on-
,

tact, h the ex-spouse," was a summary score of.:-eight items

ich t' with-contact with the ex-spouse; these included

thin like ,the frequency of contacts, the desire for more or

less co tac arguments dur*dgoontact, etc. The items were



sooreds

cont4ct d little interest
4

second a eichment measure,
. ' 1

that a high score

1 ,

Summary.-,s,core
,

On the \"ContaCt with ex-spouse" scale) of items whirl' l de= lt:with-.

emotions and thoughts about the ex-l.tspouse.' These in tided things.
440

like desire.for reconciliation, willingnesissto do fol'r the

IF
eta.ex- spouse, .feeling guilty or angry ,toward the ex7!*

These items were scored so that a high score on ;.t e measure in-

dicated negative feelings towards. the ex-spous: no desitle.for

,

Divorce': Sept Differences
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on this measure indicated infrequent-
.

in contact- with the'ex7spolse, The

"Feelings at)Out the ex-spoxise,14ixas a
-, f

which contained 10 items (three ofNION4.4chwerelglso

reconciliation. The' third attach ent meawe; "Fut;Ire Expecta

tions," was a summary 'score of five'itemS which dealt-. with atti-

tude towards life without the ex- partner; these inclU4ed things,

- like eagerness for independence, feelings of. being liberated or
(,

a
.

freed, etc. Ited% toin the scale were scored so- high' score
V . 4

indicated positivesexpectations for an.windependent ituture.

Finelly, both gross income and net-income..were also- reported

on the Divorce Survey.

RESULTS'',

Sex diffeLces in decision to separate And attachment' to the ex-

spouse

--11
Resulti clearly confirmed the by athesis that,both men and

women would report that women more requently were the initiators ,
i"

..v.,

..1-, C*1
of separation leading to divorce. A majority of Womet (62%) re-

ported that the decisionio separate was their own, rather than
q

their ex-husbana,'s (18%) or a mutual4Agision (20%), For men,
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39% reported that the decision to',Imparate was. their own, vhereas
4

45% reported it was made by the ex-wife apd 16% rppoited i't was a
.

.

Mutual lecisio . A chi square to. test the sex difference' in` the
.

,*rat two categ ries (subject's decision vs: ex-spouse's decision)
. e

Insert Table 1. about here

was significant (Table
^

;c4;= 11.48; p<.q01). Thus, both men

and women-report(!d that it was the women who were more likely to

2/'

init ate. the separation in this samplef.

Acores-on each of the three measures of_ attachment` to the
,

_ ...- . .

ex-spouse were divided into two groups: "disengaged" and "at-
,

tached".- For each Measure, "disengaged" wWfe t'haSe whose score ,

was greater than ze ck of interest. in contact

with the ex-spouse, neutral: or negative feelings about the ex-

spouse, and a positive, attit'He towards the future (for each of

the three measures respectively). The "attached" were those

whose score was less than or equal to zero on each measure..

Women were, more likely than men tc1 report disengagement

A

from the ex-spouse on the measure of contact with ex-spouse,

(Table 2)". A chi squire on this diffe ence was significant

x
2

ma 6.'15, p.02). The mean scores

were in the predicted direction (females scored higher than

this m.ea%ure (Table 2)

males), but a t test revealed no significant difference.

Insert Table 2 about here

On the measure of feelings-about the ex-spouse, differences

a :



)

were ift.the.same direction CTable 2) , but the chi square did not
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attain a

1

111..05), indicating that males reported stronger positive, feelings
,,t---

about their ex:-;p se thah did'femaaes', -op the average.
-:

1 '

.v. --`,- . .

t
I For the measure of expectatipns, there was no. sex dil-

standard level of_ statistical significance (x
2 = 3.31,

0.081 'The ,t test analysis was significant (t. 0130) = 2.14)

feence in the nqmiokr who 'expected a positiVe 1.75,

nal". The mean4iffdWence g:.etwebh men and,women.wa not signifi-
D 4

"dint for Ihis measure (Table 2)

Sex differences in adjustment following separation
, /

aA , .

Tem:indices:of adjustm.ent?were used, as described above ,(D,

d I

tip

vorce Sqrvey Adjustment sale and SuicidalFeelings .scale; POMS

factor scores for Nension, Depression, 2Lger, Activity/Fatigue,
.

and Confusib ; Semantic, Differential sores for Evaluation and
. - . .

Stability) . Since aft these various /indices were used to measure;
..

a general

theTere

AK,

construct, "adjustment,7 the irvar:orrelation6 among

theseassessed; these ate Shdwn in Table 3. High scoresAdn

e.

'Insert Table 3 about here
II

measures could indicate either better or worse adjustment, depend-
.

ing on the measure; for, encamp, a high score, on the POMS Tension

factor indicated poor .adjust /melt. Therefor, different measures.

_ might tie either correlated pOsitively( or negatively,'depending

on whether bothare scored

directions.

in the same direction or in opposite

The pattern of correlations

14.,'

:,

was, examined to assess whether.
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nificant in the pre-
-

correlations were both significant end

dicted direction: Table 4 shows the relationship-between the

predictel direction of correlation and the actual significance

Insert Table 4 about here

of correlayions for the total sample. Akchi",sguate test" of this,

table w7s significant (x2 40.4, E4C.001).,_ indicating that

these measures were correlated significantly in the predicted

direction. This finding is consistent with the interpretation

that they, ar measures of a geneial construct, which is here

litbeled "Ojustment". When the same correlations were examined

separat5ly for male subects and for feiale subjects, almost iden-

' tical results were obtained. The,least consistently correlated

measures were the POMS Fatigue measure and the Semantic Differen-

tial Stability measure. The Divorce Survey Adjustment Scale,

which is probably the most comprehensive measure, was significant-
.

ly correlated with all measures except the Semantic Differential

Stapiljlty in the total sample.

Means for both sexes on each of the, ten measures 'are shown

in Table 5. Females showed significantly superior adjustment oil

Insert Table 5 about here

the DivorCe Survey Adjustment scale, which was the most compre-

hensive.adjustment measure. In addition, they reported signifi-

cantly fewer Suicidal **feelings than males. However, males had 4

significantly lower factor score on the. -POMS for Tension a d on

r
.
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the Semantic Differential for. Stability. Other measures did' not

reveal significant sex differences.

Sex differences in income

net

Therewas a striking sex difference in gross income and in

income (Table 5). On both Measures, men were significantly

higher than women. It should be noted that net income was,fig-
-

ured after subtracting for alimony orschild support payments, if

they were coming out of the salary, or with the Addition of a

such supplementary income from the ex-spouse where applicable.

14tW Discussion--

y.

Earlier studies-have amassed considerable evidence ?that men

are more-debilitated than woMen, as a result-of dvorce, n such

criteria as' suicide (Gove, 1972a) , commitment to mental ospitals

(Cove, 1972b), and death due to dehilitating diseases or violence
R

(Glick & Carter 1970). In this study,- in which all subjects

were living and not hospitalized, sex differences were examined
A

on pelf-report measures of adjustment, on measure's of attachment,

to the ex-Oouse, and on .th4 'origin of the initial decilpion to

separate, Wahile some seA differences .were found, they were not

all 'in

, .

the drebtion of relative superiority for women. In add}-

tion,.most

of relative

of the finding:: are' probably best construed in terms

improvement in adjustment since separation, rather

.than relatively greater distress or trauma since separation.

That.is, of most measures of adjustment, these subjeictson the
i .

whole reported feeling bette ,,they did before separation (on Di-
-

:vorce Survey items), or they reported moods andself7emaluations
.
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Within a normal 'score range Con the POMS and Semantic Differen-

tiali. This le con'g'kuent with kenne's (19711 finding that maxi-

mum distress is expei.ienced within An unhappy marriage. Those

Who are divorced are midway between the unhappily married and'the

happily married, and-the divoiced should be thoughf-Ti s having

taken a pose,itiveistep toward long-term'adjustment, according to

Renne (1971). Thus, the divorced may be thought of as relatively

distressed or relatively adjusted, depending on the group to

which.they are compared. In addition, they are probably. moving

in the direction of greater adjUstment,and the sex differences

will be discussed with that conceptualization in mind.

Some findings regarding sex differences. are congruent with

earlier results. First, on the DiNtorce Survey adjustment scale,

men retorted an overall adjustment 1 voEil lower than that of wom- ,e..

i

\
en. Second, men reported less improvement.imtheir suicidal feel

-.ings and ideation than did women. Hot sexes were less bothered".:

by. thoughts of suicide than previousl y 66n the average), but wom-

.. en were significantly bettek off than en. Women also seemed to

be happier thafr men to be out of their former marriages; women:

were.much more likely than men to initiate the; separations, and

women had more negative feelings towards their ex-husbands than

men had towards their ex-wives. Overfill, then, men in this studyl

seemed to have more difficulty moving away, from the past marriage
o

anY they experienced less improvement in their general'adjustMent

than did women. k

However, women alsO had some pro lems. Most clearly, women
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1

aliriony

In; ad-

earned less money than men did; net income, after adding

and child sup oft, was 'also. less for women than for men.

dition, women r port'ed more tension Con the PONS) and less sta-

bility Con th

measures cliff

for women see

the loss of a

mantic ifferential) than men did; no other mood

rentiated between the sexes. Thus, the problems

ed to be.centered around tension associated with

stable life situation and the problems of living

on a small incOme (often while raising children).

It should, of course; be kept in mind that all the results

have been correlational In nature and that causal relationships

can. only be hypothesized. It should .also be remembered that al-
.

most all of the information .was, obtained, que'stidnnaires which0.

subjects' filled out anonymously -6. few variables came fro4 data
ri

'!9!,,available at the courthouse., e.g.1 date of filing for AiVorce,

few ca e'from the phoRatact, locds of decisiOn to

although:sever$34. measures V e used, only one
cjA;;"-'

ft, method was xtensively.empkoyed: for data collection.
)

and

separate).

) Another

availaBle for

limitation is the restricted sample of subjects

study. All these subjects were residents of Lane

County, 'Oregon4 they come fro rger sample of randomly se-

lected names and represent those in the sample 'whose addresses

were most stable; Who could be contacted by phone (' most ca-S-

es) , and who were agreeable_to participating the study. It

loh
is probable that such a subsample does differ in many ways from

the total sample of those who file for divorce, but

' clear just how much they differ and what dimensions

un-

are mtlAt
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likely to differ.

Given the above restrictions, the current study`study` is probably

4estIviewed1as presenting infoimation about the covakiation of

self-reported variables in the divorce adjustment of those. who

are most geographiacelly stable anct most willing to disclose in

formation about themselves. The results may weV1,,t1krn out to be

generalizable to other samples and other

but"their

research.

modes of data collection,

generalizability v/ill need tobe6established n further

pa

O

4

it
'1'4 4"

X 4c2 !,11_,
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FOOTNOTES,.

ulvorce: sex vixrerenues

1 In the first two testing periods (January/February, 1974.

and MarchliApri1,'I974) fewer names Wereselected.'

.Rowever,- it'became,glear that more names.wolird:beneedea, because

`of a high proportion of selected indiyiduals who could not be con-
,-

taCted by ,phone or letter. As a result, from 12 to l8 names

-Were selected in various groups in those two testing periods.

Thereafter it was decided to raise the initial 'number of names,

selected to dB in each group.

1
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Number of males and female's
I .

reporting locus of dcision

to separate as ow

'
Subjec's own Ex
tecision
co

spouse's
ecision

Fern 1e 45 13

23 1 27

ti
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Table:2,Attacfiment. 'ex-spouse

Irer.alks disen -went from the ex-.spouse

,ContactWIth. Feelings about Future
expbuse .ex-spOude

expectations
1

F
. ,

M F r It

.

*.> 0

..
"Disengaged"

''-"-()

"Attached"

66

8

.

42

, 16

6

6

47

11
,

66

8

48

11

Mean Scores 6.59 5.36,9.42 6.85 5.21 '4.41

In



Table 3, ptercorrelations of Adjustment mItores for the total samplt

crce: S'ex. Differences

21

1 Divorce Survey

Adjustment Scale

Total
. .62***

. Suicidal feelings

Total Wm!

Profile of Mood States

eneion?Anxiety

Total

4:\ POMS Depres-kin

Total

0 Total

OMS Anger /j
-,,

0'

P MS Vigor .

111otak

tolls 'Fatigue

;Total

01, , I

PQMS\ Confusion

TO\tal

9. semant44'Differential

Tot'al

10. SD Stablity Scale

1) "5rip ,

''(4 ***11 P <.01

!s,** p<.001.

3 .4 5 6 7

-.30** -.39** -.'1** .31** -.18*

-.25** -.25** -.30** .21* -.11

a/ohm 75*** ,55*** -.34** :60***

8, 9

-.32**

-,20*

...76***

..,63*** ,..A1*** .56*** ,79 ***

.,27** ( .42*** .53***

my.

"v.

-.39**

ALA

.43***. .04

.22* .15

-.52*** -.24*

-.52*** -..14

-.40*** -.19!

.12

..43***

- - -
WOW
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Divorce: Sex Differences

Table 4. Significance of correlations ampng
adjustment measures for the total.sample

ediAed cdrrelation :
Actual 1

correlation:

Signifidantly
positive

Not sigriificant

Significatly
negatrVe

'P S,itiVe Negative

0

2

'23

. 22

S

".
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Divorce: Sex Differences

Mean adjuAmentscdres for each sex

Cola -each of ten indices of ad4ustment) and
',dew

mean income for each sex.

23

.

- 11Iales

7

Females t
---

Divorce Survey
-Adjustient scale

, .

Suicidal feelings

',OHS-Tension
Depression .

. Anger,
Activity .

Fatigue '

. Confusion.

Semantic Differential
Evaluation
Stability\

I 'aide: Arose
, \ -

net _

%

6.64

. 1.'98'

8.86*
7146*
8.54
18.95*
6.59*
6.16*

33.41
6.84*

$936
$695

.

y
i

24.75*
4

.

2.63*

,.,11.1iik
. 10412

-8:38* ''

17.86
Q.44
7.19

35.80*
5.01

$591
$443'

,1

2.43

2'.23

..,

700.9,8
.37
'c41

1,01
1.93
1.30

'''c 1

2.20

3.93
3.17

.

f

1 '

.05
.

.05
woo..

-..h.s.
n.s.
.06
n.s,

n.s.
.05

.001

.01

ates the'sex showing greater adjustment

I


